
 
 

ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards Application 

The ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards Program recognizes chapters that 
display considerable initiative during the academic year. Chapters who apply must 
be in a good standing which includes having an active status, a complete chapter 

officer list and at least 10 chapter members on the Chapter Administrative 
Interface. There are five categories student chapters may choose from: 

Outstanding Chapter Activities, Outstanding Chapter Website, Outstanding 
Recruitment Program, Outstanding Community Service, or Outstanding School 
Service. Please submit separate applications for every category your 

chapter is applying for. Hand-written submissions will not be accepted. 

Application must be submitted to local_activities@acm.org by March 23, 2018.  In 
the subject line please state your chapter name and the category for which you 

would like your chapter to be considered.  

The last section of this application will require an essay. Please review the 
guidelines below for the category you are applying to.  

Outstanding Chapter Activities 
 
For ACM student chapters that sponsor a series of exceptional activities throughout 

the year or have focused their efforts on a single major activity. Tell us about your 
chapter's most successful activities. Be sure to describe each activity, including how 

many people participated, how it was funded, and what made it a success. If you 
have web pages for these activities, include the URLs. 

Outstanding Chapter Website  

 
For ACM student chapters that maintain an outstanding chapter website. Tell us 
about the design and content of your website and any noteworthy features. Also tell 

us how you created it and what you do to keep it up to date. Don't forget to provide 
the URL so the judges can check it out. 

 
Outstanding Recruitment Program  
 

For ACM student chapters that have done an excellent job of recruiting chapter 
members. Tell us about your recruiting program. How do you let students at your 

school know about your chapter and how do you get them interested in joining? 
What factors are most critical to your success? How many members does your 
chapter have? 

 
Outstanding Community Service  

 
For ACM student chapters that have made significant contributions to their 
communities through one major service project or a series of smaller projects. Tell 
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us about each project, who it served, and how many people participated. Why was 
your chapter interested in these particular projects? If you have web pages for 

these projects, include the URLs. 
 
Outstanding School Service  

 
For ACM student chapters that have made significant contributions to their own 

schools through one major service project or a series of smaller projects. Tell us 
about projects that help your fellow students, your department, or your school in 
general. Tell us about each project, how many people participated, and how it 

helped your school. If you have web pages for these projects, include the URLs. 
(Note, if you have worked on projects to help other schools, for example 

neighboring high schools, apply for the Community Service award rather than the 
School Service award.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards Application 

 

Chapter Group ID:            

Name of Chapter:             

Chapter Address:             

URL for your Chapter homepage:          

Category you are applying for:           

 

Chapter Officers 

Chair Name:             

Email:              

Vice Chair:             

Email:              

Treasurer:              

Email:              

Faculty Sponsor:            

Email:              

Secretary (if applicable):           

Email:              

Membership Chair (if applicable):         

Email:              

Web Master (if applicable):          

Email:              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Please provide a brief description of your chapter and school including number of 
chapter members (1500 character maximum): 

 

 

Number of students at your school who take computer science and related courses, 
and typical majors of your chapter members (1000 character maximum): 

 

 

 

 



 
 

An essay on the category for which your chapter would like to be considered (4000 
character maximum - approximately 500 words): 

 


	Chapter Group ID: 83764
	Name of Chapter: University of Colorado at Boulder ACM-W Student Chapter 
	Chapter Address: Dept. Computer Science University of Colorado  430 UCB
	URL for your Chapter homepage: http://wic.cs.colorado.edu/
	Category you are applying for: Outstanding School Service
	Chair Name: Kelsey Dowd
	Email: kelsey.dowd@colorado.edu
	Vice Chair: Christine Samson
	Email_2: christine.samson@colorado.edu
	Treasurer: Kiana Harkema
	Email_3: kiana.harkema@colorado.edu
	Faculty Sponsor: Arielle Blum
	Email_4: amblum@colroado.edu
	Secretary if applicable: Francesca Figueroa
	Email_5: isabella.figueroa@colorado.edu
	Membership Chair if applicable: Shubha Swamy
	Email_6: shubha.swamy@colorado.edu
	Web Master if applicable: Catherine Diaz
	Email_7: catherine.diaz@colorado.edu
	Text4: The student chapter of ACM-W at the University of Colorado - Boulder was established in October 2010. CU Women in Computing (WiC) is not only an organization that brings together all students interested in computing and software, but one that strives to further the growth of its members and the CU-Boulder community. Our chapter pursues this vision by reflecting the multi-faceted needs of our school. WiC is chapter of 85 active members that affects change throughout our campus. Our chapter is a networking group – one that has connections with companies such as Twitter, Facebook, Comcast, and Zayo. We facilitate meaningful connections between enterprise and our students by hosting events that foster professional development. Our chapter gives its students the confidence to succeed in the computing field. WiC is constantly utilizing the knowledge of its members to assist others in improving their technical skills. This is what inspired our members to host weekly tutoring sessions for students in the introductory CS course. It is why our chapter hosts coding workshops. Our chapter also recognizes the power of interpersonal connection. Our chapter ensures this connection happens by tabling during Engineering Week, hosting coffee hours, organizing upperclassman panels, and celebrating our members during semester events. With every effort made, CU WiC strives to grow a community of individuals passionate about computing, and skilled enough to pursue limitless opportunity. 
	Text5: As one of only 34 public universities to be part of the Association of American University, The University of Colorado - Boulder is a constant source of innovation. Much of that innovation begins in the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, and by extension, the Department of Computer Science. Besides being an innovative powerhouse, CU tirelessly works to celebrate and retain the diversity behind this innovation. The Center for Broadening Opportunity Through Leadership and Diversity (BOLD) is CU’s direct response to this mission. Through BOLD, WiC hosts various outreach events that better our school. CU is also the headquarters for the National Center for Women and Information Technology; yet another valuable resource in WiC’s mission. It is CU’s dedication to diverse ideas that has allowed WiC to affect meaningful change.WiC – Typical Majors: Computer Science, Electrical/Computer Engineering, Mechanical EngineeringStudents Taking Computer Science/Related Courses: 4290
	Text6: CU Women in Computing is an organization dedicated to serving our school. The needs of our school, like our students, are individualized and require our chapter to be adaptable. This is a challenge, one that WiC gladly accepts. Our chapter tackles this challenge because overcoming it means upholding what we value most – collaboration amongst all our students. This collaboration, we believe, is what will lead to limitless opportunities. Our chapter has served our school in this manner by not only focusing on technical and professional development, but on collaboration that brings our school’s talent together. WiC members have diverse technical skills that offer a wealth of knowledge. Our chapter has been adamant in making sure these skill goes to good use. As a result, WiC has hosted weekly tutoring sessions for the introductory computer science course. These sessions have been specifically aimed at female students. Being in a lecture hall of nearly 400 students, many of which have never coded before, is an experience that can steer many away from the Computer Science department. In addition to this, being surrounded by predominately male peers can introduce another reason for trepidation. WiC is determined to see students succeed within a rigorous major. Every week, WiC connected students in need of help with female teaching assistants and upperclassman. Roughly 15 individuals would be able to come and receive assistance with their Computer Science homework in a non-pressured environment. Because of our efforts, we witnessed freshman who have never coded before, be successful enough to become course assistants the following semester. Our chapter helps our school by recognizing the best way in which we can guarantee academic success. WiC recognizes the importance of engaging students outside of a classroom environment. This is the reason our chapter is constantly connecting our students with enterprise. Through this connection, our chapter also values professional development. WiC has organized Resume Reviews with FAST Enterprises. This allowed for students to gain valuable, individualized feedback so they could prepare for career fairs and interviews. In this regard, WiC has helped our school as well. Our chapter hosted mock interviews, with the interviewers being from companies like Twitter, Lockheed Martin, Raytheon, Seagate, Salesforce, and Zayo. Students were able to participate in both technical and behavioral interviews. To further maintain the valuable connection of our students to enterprise, WiC also hosted a Comcast and NBC Universal Networking event in students learned about their internship program from current interns. It is through events like that these 80 attendees could generate connections that can lead to jobs, as exemplified by many of our members in the past. Our chapter is constantly working to ensure the success of students beyond our campus. Our chapter does whatever it takes to generate collaboration among our students. It is the diversity of ideas, we believe, that will lead to the success of our school. This collaboration is much more than the technical and professional, however. Our chapter also hosts events to celebrate our members and encourage this communication. Our Fall Welcome Event introduced 37 of our future members, future executive team, and sponsors to the support system they can have. We maintain this collaboration through weekly coffee hours. Our chapter maintains this valuable support system in whatever way we can. That even entails serving waffles to our students during midterm week and Engineering Week. Our chapter’s goal is to mediate meaningful connections that strengthen the potential of our school. Although this is can be an ineffable goal, it is one in which our chapter finds purpose. 


